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III. Analysis and design of MCMC methods
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Main problem: How to sample from a Gibbs measure
complex energy function

U?

π for a

π(y) ∝ exp{−U(y)}, U : E → ℝ .
Example I: Bayesian inference. Posterior distributions on the form

π(ξ) ∝ π0(ξ)L(x1:n | ξ),
with unknown normalising constant
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Z = π0(ξ)L(x1:n | ξ)dξ.
∫

Main problem: How to sample from a Gibbs measure
complex energy function

U?

π for a

π(y) ∝ exp{−U(y)}, U : E → ℝ .
U an energy function, want
to compute thermodynamic quantities w.r.t. Gibbs measure ∝ e −U.
Example II: Computational chemistry.

Ex: Generalised averages in Gauss-Airy model,

ϕ(η) = ⟨e iηx⟩S ∝ e −S(x;σ)e iηxdx,
∫
1 x − x0
x3
S(x; σ) =
−i .
2( σ )
3
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Main problem: How to sample from a Gibbs measure
complex energy function

U?

π for a

π(y) ∝ exp{−U(y)}, U : E → ℝ .
Example III: Counting problems. Determine the number of objects
in a large (finite) class that satisfy certain constraints.
Ex: Number of binary contingency tables with row and column
sums

𝒳* =

r = (r1, …, rm) and c = (c1, …, cn) . .

x ∈ {0,1}m+n :

n

∑
i=1

xi,j = cj, j = 1,…, m,
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m

∑
j=1

xi,j = ri, i = 1,…, n

.

Main problem: How to sample from a Gibbs measure
complex energy function

U?

π for a

π(y) ∝ exp{−U(y)}, U : E → ℝ .
Idea: Construct a Markov process with

π as invariant measure.

(Metropolis et al. 1953, Hastings 1970.)
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Main problem: How to sample from a Gibbs measure
complex energy function

U?

π for a

π(y) ∝ exp{−U(y)}, U : E → ℝ .
Idea: Construct a Markov process with

π as invariant measure.

(Metropolis et al. 1953, Hastings 1970.)

Infinitely many possible processes. How to choose?
Main hindrance for vanilla-type methods: Poor communication /
complex energy landscape.
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Main problem: How to sample from a distribution

π know only up

to a normalising constant?

π(y) ∝ exp{−U(y)}, U : E → ℝ .
Idea: Construct a Markov process with

π as invariant measure.

(Metropolis et al. 1953, Hastings 1970.)

Infinitely many possible processes. How to choose?
Main hindrance for vanilla-type methods: Poor communication /
complex energy landscape.
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Performance analysis of MCMC methods:
First step: Ergodicity of underlying process

Y = {Y(t)}t≥0.

Beyond ergodicity, analysis often based on spectral properties. “2nd
eigenvalue information”; not the most relevant quantity.
In practice: approximation of

π built on the empirical measure

1 T
ηT =
δY(t)( ⋅ )dt .
T ∫0
Under ergodicity

ηT → π.

Empirical measure large deviations: Relates directly to the
behaviour of

ηT as T → ∞. So far (severely) underutilised.
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Example: Piecewise deterministic methods
(related to recent work with Joris Bierkens, Mikola Schlottke)

Bierkens, N., Schlottke - Large deviations for the empirical measure
of the zig-zag process.
Annals of Applied Probability, to appear; arXiv:1912.06635
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Traditional methods reversible: “π(x)P(x, y)

= π(y)P(y, x)”

+ Neat mathematical theory: self-adjoint transition operator,
spectrum is real, geometric ergodicity gives CLT for

L2

functions…
+ Local condition; helps with implementation.
- Leads to random-walk behaviour. Pot. Slow convergence and
high computational cost per iteration.

Non-reversible processes avoid RW behaviour by introducing
auxiliary variables (e.g. velocity).
Continuous-time MCMC methods introduced to have such nonreversible processes. Based on piecewise deterministic Markov
processes (PDMPs).
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Piecewise deterministic Markov processes:
Essentially stochastic processes

Y with (i) deterministic dynamics

between (ii) random events, potentially (iii) random transitions at
events.
Mathematical description:
i) Deterministic dynamics specified by ODE:

dyt
= Φ(yt) ⇒ yt+s = Ψ(yt, s) some Ψ .
dt
ii) Event occurrence rate:

λ(t) = λ(yt)

iii) Transition dynamics: At event time τ, transitions according to
a kernel

Q:

yτ ∼ Q( ⋅ | yτ−)
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Piecewise deterministic Markov process:

yτ1

dzt
= Φ(zt)
dt

τ1

yτ2

dyt
= Φ(yt)
dt

τ2

dyt
= Φ(yt)
dt

y0

Two main examples/algorithms: zig-zag and bouncy particle
process.
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PDMPs used for MCMC: Zig-zag process
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PDMPs used for MCMC: Bouncy particle process
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Theory for PDMPs a very active research area.
Today’s focus: zig-zag process.
i) Under integrability conditions on

U, the zig-zag process has

invariant measure

1
π̄(A × {v}) = d
e −U(y)dy .
2 Z ∫A
ii) Under growth conditions on

U and its derivatives, the zig-zag

process is ergodic. (Bierkens, Roberts, Zitt ’19)
Understanding of performance of PDMPs still in its infacncy
Ex: knowledge of convergence speed for time averages missing
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Large deviations for zig-zag process:
Theorem (Bierkens, N., Schlottke ‘21+): Under [assumptions], if

Z(0) ∈ K for some compact K the empirical measures {ηt}t≥0
associated to the Markov process Y(t) satisfy an LDP with rate
function

Lu
I(μ) = inf+
dμ,
u∈𝒟 (L) ∫ u

μ ∈ 𝒫(E) .

First LDP for piecewise deterministic MCMC methods.
Allows us to answer open question: How to choose the “refreshment
rate” γ.

Careful study of the rate function: strictly decreasing in γ.

⟹ faster convergence for smaller γ. Opposite to spectral analysis.
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Relevance for data science?
Stochastic simulation methods ubiquitous in physical sciences (and
beyond); Lelièvre’s mini-course in January…
Only practically feasible approach for some problems in high
dimension.
Randomised algorithms: stochastic simulation “in disguise”
Great need for efficient and robust methods.
Empirical measure analysis allows us to address the design
problem and construct new diagnostics.
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Thank you!
Looking ahead: Relevant on-going/upstarting projects
- Large deviations and performance analysis for SGD with birthdeath dynamics for NNs and GANs (w. Viktor N.)
- Large deviations for stochastic approximation methods (w. Adam
L, Henrik Hult, Guo-Jhen Wu)
- Efficient MCMC and UQ for ODE models arising in brain
modelling; gradient flows and MCMC (w. Federica M.)
- Underdamped Langevin for MCMC (w. Kostas Spiliopoulos)
- Function minimisation via MCMC methods (w. G.-J. Wu and Paul
Dupuis)
- Combinatorial optimisation and the algorithmic gap via MCMC
and metastability (w. P. Dupuis + others)
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Thank you!
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